Are you aware of Export Control regulations?

- **NO**
  - See Guidance Information

- **YES**
  - Will you be transferring or exporting* items, acquired from the US to other individuals or to a 3rd country?
    - **NO**
      - US Export Control legislation may apply. Contact PIP.
    - **YES**
      - Will you export, transfer, or facilitate the transfer, of items related to WMD either in the UK or abroad?
        - **NO**
          - No further action required
        - **YES**
          - Is what you intend to export subject to Export Control legislation?
            - **NO**
              - Has the export been specifically designed for military use?
                - **NO**
                  - Could the exports have the potential to support WMD programmes in any way?
                    - **NO**
                      - Could the export be intended for a civilian use but potentially have a military use, or be used for torture?
                        - **NO**
                          - Might you export to a person, organisation or destination subject to trade restrictions, embargo or sanction?
                            - **NO**
                              - No further action required
                        - **YES**
                          - Import Control legislation may apply.
                            - Contact the Policy, Integrity and Performance Team
                              - Claire Walsh-claire.walsh@york.ac.uk
                              - And
                              - Phil Wiles-phil.wiles@york.ac.uk
            - **YES**
              - *Transfers/exports can be physical, digital, or verbal and may include: emails, Zoom calls, conference presentations, or accessing your own information while abroad.

This decision tree is to support assessing your research. It does not act as official guidance and you must ensure that you understand if and how your research relates to Export Control. If in any doubt about whether Export Control Legislation may apply to your work please contact PIP.